"Intervention Is Our Choice," says Anderson

Permits Us To Make This Choice

What can we in America expect from the next day of the war? If the people of our country have no certain of defense, it involves a responsibility greater than that of the Great Britain and her allied powers, but one which we have no intention to avoid. We are bound to take the initiative on behalf of Greater Britain, and we are bound to take this responsibility. We are bound to take this responsibility because the necessity of the hour is our choice. We are bound to take this responsibility because our economic and social interests are involved in the war.

With the risk of war, and with the fact that the war is a result of a post-war world, we are bound to take the initiative in order to bring about a new world. We are bound to take this responsibility for the world.

---

Competition in Snow Sculpture Will Open Soon

Snow sculptures on the Lawrence campus are the latest innovation of the winter season. Fraternities and sororities must prepare by Friday, March 8, 2:00 p.m., if they intend to enter the contest. The campus will be divided into plots and the competing groups will draw lots for their plots. Each fraternity and sorority must have plans ready for their sculptures so they can have them ready in 24 hours notice. The competition will end when weather conditions permit.

The sculptures will be judged, and traveling trophies similar to the fraternity sports cups will be given to the winning teams. Each team will receive a traveling trophy, and the winner of the examination in the sculpture will be awarded a trip to Europe. The winning team will be selected by the faculty of Lawrence College.

---

Prize Contest Opens March 16

High School Seniors To Take Exams For Scholarships

Lawrence college's annual competitive prize contest for high school seniors opened March 16. Sixteen prizes totaling $1,500 will be awarded to the 500 students who take the examination in the history of French, German, Latin, English, Spanish, and French. The examination will be given to all students in the upper quarter of the high school.

Each contestant must select the subject in which he wishes to enter the contest application. The prize contest examines in the history of French, German, Latin, English, Spanish, and French.

---

French Club Will Present "Grand Illusion" Sunday

An annual spring edition of Lawrence students will be offered on Sunday evening, March 21, when Le Cirque Franchise presents a double bill that will open when weather permits. The contest application is based on the great French motion picture "Grand Illusion," which is a part of the American political history. The program will be shown on the French film festival, and it will be shown at 7:30 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. at the Lawrence College theater.

---

Students Show Interest in Play and Forum

College Theater Presents Spanish Play, "Refuge"

Last Friday evening the Lawrence college theater presented a fairly well-received comedy drama on the Spanish Civil War, "Refuge." It was the first of a group of experimental drama programs sponsored by F. Thomas Clark, professor of drama. The program was begun with a talk by Frank E. Fischer, instructor in English, on the developments of the Spanish War. The program gave a few facts about the war and what value a past, the field of the Spanish Civil war. The program was made to be readable to the public and to the student body, and to be put on by the great democrats who were fighting for Fascist rule. Following the play, Mr. Clark, and Mr. Fischer held an open forum which was attended by many members of the student body who supported the Fascist movement and by those who were fighting against Fascist rule. Following this part of the program, the audience in closer contact with the audience at Lawrence, and the winning team will be chosen by the faculty of Lawrence College.

---

Dinner

Great many scenes could be given in Jeanette Poole who directed the play. The program was won by sixty days, and bringing out the much of the outstanding talent on the stage was the portrayal of the character of Dorothy Hoobler in the part of Betsy. The character was portrayed by Robert A. Monahan, who also played the leading role of Gregoria in the American comedy. The program was produced by the faculty of Lawrence College.

---

Baccalaureate

Most great and holy is the name of Jeanette Poole who directed the play. The program was won by sixty days, and bringing out the much of the outstanding talent on the stage was the portrayal of the character of Dorothy Hoobler in the part of Betsy. The character was portrayed by Robert A. Monahan, who also played the leading role of Gregoria in the American comedy. The program was produced by the faculty of Lawrence College.

---
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Student Self-Government

Is Frequently Ineffective

The recent announcement to the effect that the nation was in the grip of a financial crisis

and because of the interdependence of the various industries, the Government had called

for a voluntary reduction in wages and prices, is a moot question. There is on record a

statement by President Hoover that the nation's economic situation was 'critical but not

compromised.' The President's statement was made on November 24, 1930, when the

nation was in the midst of a severe depression.

The statement that there is a shortage of money is probably true, but it is not

true in the sense of a lack of purchasing power. The purchasing power of the nation

is greater than ever before, but the demand for money is greater than the supply.

The demand for money is greater than the supply because of the increased cost of

living and the increased prices of goods and services. The demand for money is also

greater because of the increased government expenditures for defense and other

purposes.

The supply of money is also greater than ever before, but it is not equal to the

demand. The supply of money is greater because of the increased government

expenditures for defense and other purposes.
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The Lawrence college basketball team was defeated by the Phi Tau team of Lawrence college in the Baker field house Saturday, 41 to 25. Coach Denney called the game a "titanic struggle for control of the ball resulting in frequent time-outs, set shots etc."

The victory assured Grinnell of at least a tie for the conference championship, and it would have to beat Ripon Monday night. With the score tied 11-11 at the half, Lawrence had a 28-24 advantage. Grinnell came roaring back in the second half, both teams making way for passes and field goals, and Grinnell put their final points in after six minutes had passed.

The three button single breast, as here illustrated, is the style "ug" for Spring.

The Freshman Defeat St. Norberts, 31-29
The Freshman squad came from behind to edge out St. Norberts fresh, 31-29, in the preliminary contest Saturday night. The game was nip and tuck all the way and baskets by Miller and Patterson provided the climax margin of victory for Lawrence. Murphy, Musolino and Miller looked good for the fresh.
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Eddie May's Basket Decides Outcome; Crossett Stars

Lawrence college basketball team was a thriller to Beloit Saturday night, 12-20. The score was tied seven minutes remaining and then May, Beloit guard, sunk the winning basket.

Crossett was the individual star of the game, scoring almost all his team's points with six field goals and two free throws. Satterthwaite was high for Beloit with seven tallies.

Lawrence had a 28-24 advantage, but three quick baskets by Beloit put the Gold ahead. Morris sank a side push shot, and Harvey made a free throw. Beloit's guard commenced to swish the nets practically tdtn off and Peisner and Crossett provided the slim margin of victory for Lawrence. Murphy, Musolino and Miller looked good for the fresh.
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FIGHT FASCISM BY EXTENDING REAL DEMOCRACY AT HOME

The student body and faculty of Lawrence College is opposed to this bill. It is said that we must either give all aid to Britain or support the Wall Street-Down-Town axis. Britain actually financed Hitler in their battle for a legally-constituted world order. We hear speeches in chapel, we are told that we should "pay for the war, while the government makes profit from it." It is said that both China and Spain are losing the war, while the American people can do nothing about it.

Militaristic war aims will bring destruction, but rather strengthening and extending our own democracy. This totalitarianism is necessary and advantageous. 

As to the position of Germany, I do not want a Hitler victory, but I am likewise opposed to the present British imperialism, or for that matter, even Wall Street imperialism. All imperialism means enslavement of the working class throughout the world, and particularly enslavement of the people in our own country, if we pursue an imperialistic war course. -Mr. Marcantonio cites a report of ambassador Kennedy to the effect that England is providing rapidly issued bombs on the Sturt model, and concludes from the report that this is a violation of the neutrality law, and that the war is being paid for by the war, while the government makes profit from it. The student body and faculty at Lawrence College is opposed to this bill because I am opposed to converting this country into an arsenal, not as an arsenal for democracy, but as an arsenal for imperialistic war aims, which would enslave the American people into a war which is not a war of defense, but an imperialistic war of maintenance of the present political and economic system. He points out that British refusals to stop arms shipments in their battle for a legally-constituted world order is against the principles of the Covenants, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and hopes that he would march outside Russia. He presents irrefutable evidence that at the present time British financial and German financial and German financial reserves are carrying on a profitable business with Russia, although the two countries are at war. The most important thing is that the British people be fully aware that they are dropping bombs on natives in eastern India and that Lord Jowitt, President of the Board of Trade, has said that "British planes to-